ABSTRACT With the recent proliferation of powerful mobile devices, such as smart phones and tablets, data traffic on mobile networks is growing explosively. To cope with the challenges brought by the explosive growth of mobile traffic, mobile network operators tend to deploy and operate their own content distribution system within their existing network infrastructure. In this paper, we present a novel content distribution architecture called ISP-Controlled In-network Content Distribution (ICICD) to improve the content delivery performance in mobile network, which benefits from content request aggregation, hybrid cache decision mechanism, distributed load balancing, and seamless mobility support. Content request aggregation is used to decrease duplicate transmission. Hybrid cache decision mechanism enables the ICICD to cache content more efficiently. Distributed load balancing is able to ensure the overall performance and reliability of the content distribution architecture. Seamless mobility support function enables service continuity when mobile users move from one eNodeB to another. In this paper, we first give a detailed description about the key components of the ICICD architecture and then discuss a number of challenges in deploying the proposed ICICD architecture. Finally, simulation results are presented to show the performance and benefits of the proposed mobile content distribution architecture.
capacity of wireless channels, such as massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), carrier aggregation, and coordinated multipoint (CoMP) transmission, which can improve the RAN performance by increasing the radio access capacity significantly, resulting in the mobile backhaul network becoming a bottleneck [8] , [9] . However, deploying a high-speed fiber-optic backhaul is expensive. According to Juniper's prediction, operators need to spend almost $840 billion globally to meet the burgeoning data demand and to alleviate the bottlenecks in their RAN backhaul networks [10] . Thus how to optimize the mobile content transmission within limited network capacity has become a hot research field. Distributed mobile content distribution architecture is a promising technique to cope with these challenges and decrease duplicate transmission by offering decentralized and flexible storage capability in network, which can utilize network resources in a more efficient manner and improve end users' QoE.
In this paper, we propose an efficient and flexible content distribution architecture in mobile cellular network, called ISP-Controlled In-network Content Distribution (ICICD). ICICD caches contents and handles users' requests in a distributed way, and uses a centralized Tracker in a domain to manage and collect content-related information. The main advantages of ICICD are listed as follows. Note that in this paper, we will use ''ISP'' and ''MNO'' interchangeably because they are almost the same entity in many countries.
• Content request aggregation: In the emerging Information Centric Networking (ICN) [11] - [13] , Pending Interest Table ( PIT) is used to enable Interest packet aggregation. In this paper, we creatively adopt the request aggregation concept of ICN to reduce the mobile network traffic. When multiple users request the same content in a short time period, the proxy adds the users' address information to a PIT entry and requests the content only once. Then the proxy sends the returned content to all of the corresponding users.
• Hybrid cache decision mechanism: The proposed ICICD utilizes both the pull-based mechanism and the pushbased mechanism. Content Providers (CPs) can use the realtime content request information which is sent by Tracker to push up-to-date contents to ISPs targetedly and efficiently.
• Distributed load balancing: ICICD adopts the distributed load balancing mechanism, which means each proxy chooses cache servers to fetch contents individually rather than a centralized way. The distributed load balancing mechanism not only avoids the single point of failure, but also ensures the overall performance and reliability of the content distribution architecture.
• Seamless mobility support: ICICD architecture is a content distribution solution used in the mobile network. Service continuity in ICICD is supported as mobile users move. When handover is triggered between eNodeBs, a temporary data forwarding tunnel could be established between source proxy and target proxy to make mobile users seamlessly continue to retrieve content and use services (e.g. video streaming, electronic games, etc.).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first survey some related studies in this area in Section II. In Section III, we give an overview of the ICICD architecture, explain its components, and detail on how it works. Then the challenges and future research directions are presented in Section IV. In Section V, we present and discuss the performance evaluation results. Finally, this study is concluded in Section VI.
II. Related Work
In recent years, to reduce mobile core network traffic and deliver content efficiently over the cellular network, many content distribution architectures have been proposed. Mobile Content Delivery Network (CDN), Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) and ICN are the representative architectures. So in this section, we first briefly present the research on mobile CDN. Then, two emerging content distribution techniques, MEC and ICN, are depicted.
A. MOBILE CDN
In the past decade, CDN has become the most popular and widely used content distribution architecture in the current wired Internet [14] . Today, a large fraction of Internet traffic is delivered by CDN. Although CDN works very well in wired networks, it cannot be deployed in mobile networks directly. CDN is not suitable for mobile networks for two reasons. Firstly, CDN systems just help clients to select the ''best'' server at the initial stage and do not consider clients' mobility. Secondly, DNS based schemes are used in traditional CDN systems to select cache servers and perform load balancing. Nevertheless, in a highly volatile mobile environment, UE's location and IP address can change over time rapidly, which makes the address not always truly reflect the position of a mobile user. Thus, how to deploy CDN in mobile network becomes an interesting research direction.
One feasible mobile CDN implementation solution to address the scalability and mobility issues of the mobile networks is jointing Distributed Mobility Management (DMM) and CDN [15] - [18] . DMM [19] is proposed by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) as a brand new paradigm for flat networks in 5G mobile architectures to enable IP address continuity in DMM. In [17] , when UE's location changes, TCP socket migration solution is used to support runtime relocation of mobile CDN serving points. The authors of [18] propose a novel mobile CDN system to serve the dynamic adaptive video streaming requests of mobile users from the nearest local CDN cache. Other mobile CDN implementation solutions have also been studied. In [20] , a framework for Fair Scheduler for Video Pacing (FS4VP) on CDN serving points has been proposed to improve the content delivery performance. Literatures [21] , [22] utilize the emerging Software Defined Networking (SDN) approach to increase the operators' innovation potential and support video services more effectively. In general, these works focus on next generation cellular networks which employ SDN and DMM in their core networks. Unlike these previous works, we consider the content distribution architecture in the current 4G EPC networks.
Another notable work [23] proposes a novel content delivery architecture called iCODE to allow ISP to provide content delivery services. iCODE utilizes centralized node (i.e., iTracker) to perform load balancing and manage which contents to cache and where to cache them. The centralized architecture would increase service response delay and cause single point of failure. In addition, mobility issue of the mobile network is not considered in iCODE architecture. Different from this centralized solution, we design a distributed solution which adopts distributed load balancing scheme and supports seamless mobility function.
B. MEC
With the evolution of mobile base stations and the emergence of cloud computing technology, MEC [24] , [25] has recently been proposed by the standards institute ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards Institute) as a promising technology to reduce the load of mobile core network by shifting computational capability from the core network to the mobile edge (i.e., the RAN). The key characteristics of MEC are proximity, lower latency and location awareness. The MEC white paper has been issued in 2014 [24] . Recently, a real-world MEC platform called Radio Applications Cloud Servers (RACS) has been introduced by Nokia Networks. Based on RACS, researchers have introduced a number of innovative applications and services. For instance, Liquid Applications have been launched by Nokia Siemens Networks to increase agile and flexible cloud capability within the LTE base stations [26] . Meanwhile, the economic benefits for combining businesses and M2M applications with MEC in the ''smarter city'' scenario have been discussed by IBM [27] . At the moment, MEC is quite industry-driven and new, the existing studies are extremely rare. Literature [28] studies the computational offloading for VoLTE utilizing MEC. The authors of [29] propose a novel local streaming service concept based on MEC. In [30] , the computation offloading problem in a multi-cell MEC scenario is researched, and an iterative algorithm is proposed to optimize the utilization of radio and computational resources jointly. In general, MEC is still in its early stage and the MEC standard is becoming more robust for the industry to adopt.
C. ICN
Over the past several years, the research on the content distribution architecture is from two approaches: ''clean slate'' and ''evolutionary''. Mobile CDN and MEC all belong to the ''evolutionary'' approaches. However, ICN [11] , [12] Scalable and Adaptive Internet Solutions (SAIL) [34] and Named-Data Networking (NDN) [13] . Although the concept of ICN has already attracted great attention in academia and industry, the deployment of ICN needs to update all network elements, user devices, as well as origin servers to be ICN-aware. In this case, the pure commercial ICN deployment would not be done in the near future. So how to deploy the ICN architectures in the legacy IP network has become an important issue. The authors of [35] , [36] propose mechanisms to enable ICN on existing IP networks by using SDN functions. Literature [37] introduces a novel network architecture called ContentFlow, which leverages the principles of SDN to enable content routing at the network layer and cache content at the center of the network. In [38] , the authors present a SDN-based content delivery framework, which supports name-based routing and caching by mapping each content name to an IP address.
In addition to MEC and ICN, other related works include the novel ISP network architectures. Literature [4] introduces a software defined decentralized mobile network architecture to improve system capacity and performance. The authors of [39] propose a scalable, flexible and resilient software defined networking architecture which exploits the novel concepts of network function virtualization. However, utilizing these future SDN architectures in cellular environment has to address some challenges, such as supporting many subscribers, frequent mobility, fine-grained measurement and control, etc. Compared to these prior works, the ICICD architecture is an incremental deployment solution and retains backward compatibility with the current mobile network.
III. ICICD Architecture
Following the descriptions of recent advances in content distribution technologies, in this section, we first depict the ICICD architecture and components briefly. Then, the architectural options are presented in detail.
A. ICICD OVERVIEW Figure 1 illustrates the ICICD architecture. Similar to the 4G EPC, the ICICD architecture consists of control plane elements and user plane elements. To provide content distribution service, ICICD adds some elements in both EPC's control plane and user plane. In ICICD, Tracker is added VOLUME 5, 2017 to the control plane. Meanwhile, proxies and cache servers are added to the user plane. Functions of Mobility Management Entity (MME), Home Subscriber Server (HSS), and SGW/PGW are similar to the 4G EPC, so we don't describe them detailedly in this paper. To distribute content efficiently, in the user plane, proxies communicate with cache servers through Virtual Private Network (VPN) technology. Similarly, in the control plane, the Tracker communicates with proxies and cache servers through VPN as well. Proxy elements at the edge of the MNO network are used to intercept packets from clients (e.g., User Equipments) and act as agencies to get content transparently. Caching elements can store contents and satisfy users' content requests locally. A Tracker communicates with other elements (e.g., proxy and caching elements) to maintain the latest content caching information and content request information. These additional elements will be detailed in section III-B.
To provide efficient and flexible content distribution service, the ICICD architecture employs the distributed load balancing mechanism and exploits hybrid content caching mechanism (i.e., pull-based and push-based mechanisms). For the sake of exposition, we assume that each content is identified by a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) (e.g., server1.com/video/movie1.avi). When a user requests a content, the request will be intercepted by the ICICD architecture and then checked if the requested content is cached inside the MNO network. If the content has been cached, the ICICD architecture will respond to the user's request directly. Otherwise, the ICICD will fetch the requested content from CP's origin server.
B. ICICD COMPONENTS
After the general explanation of ICICD architecture, we will give a detailed description of the main ICICD components. The overview of modules is shown in Figure 2 .
1) ICICD PROXY
A proxy is located at the ingress of the ISP core network. Once a client issues a HTTP request, the proxy first intercepts the request packet and uses Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) [40] , [41] to extract the requested content's URI from the HTTP packet. Then, the proxy will get the requested content and deliver it to the client.
As shown in Figure 2 , to respond users' content request packets efficiently, each proxy maintains three data structures: a Pending Interest Table (PIT), a global content  Caching Information Table ( CIT), a local content Request Statistical Information (RSI). The PIT stores all clients' requests unsatisfied yet by recording the URI of requested content and clients' addresses. When a proxy receives multiple content requests with the same URI from clients, it only fetches the content one time. The CIT is pushed by the ICICD Tracker and records the mapping between the content URI and its locations (IP addresses of cache servers), guiding the proxy to fetch contents from appropriate cache servers. The RSI keeps track of the content request statistical information in a period. The entry of the RSI is like <content URI, statistical period, request times>. Note that in the proposed ICICD architecture, only audio, video, or other static content files could be cached in the cache servers. There are two main reasons for the design. First, multimedia traffic such as audio and video is absolutely dominant in the rapid increased mobile traffic. Second, the contents of instant messaging, online gaming, web and other applications update frequently, causing that they are not appropriate to be cached.
The workflow of a proxy is illustrated in Figure 3 . When a HTTP request packet arrives, the proxy first parses the request. If the request is not about the audio, video, or other static content files, the proxy will send the packet to SGW/PGW and treat the packet similar to the current EPC's packet processing way. In other cases, the proxy will update the statistical information about the content in the local RSI and then checks its PIT. If a matching entry exists, the proxy will record the client's address in the existing PIT entry. Otherwise, the proxy adds the content URI and client's address to a new PIT entry and then checks the CIT. If a matching entry exists, it means that the content has been cached by at least one cache server. In this case, the proxy will choose one cache server from those which cache the content to fetch the requested content. In the absence of a matching CIT entry, the proxy will also send the request to one cache server according to some strategies considering the load balancing of cache servers. When the requested content arrives from cache servers, the proxy will forward the content to downstream clients according to the matching PIT entry. Then the matching PIT entry will be removed.
Note that in addition to connecting with cache servers, the proxy also communicates with the ICICD Tracker to receive the latest updated information about the global CIT and send the information about the local RSI to the Tracker periodically.
2) ICICD CACHE SERVER
A cache server is a server that has large storage capacity, which can cache copies of contents. When the storage space is full, the cache server could decide which contents will be cached or replaced individually. According to [42] , Leave Copy Everywhere (LCE), FIX(P), Random Caching (RND), and Unique Caching (UniCache) [43] are the widely used caching decision policies, and Least Recently Used (LRU) [44] is the most popular cache replacement policy.
In general, the cache decision mechanism can be grouped into three categories: push-based mechanism, pull-based mechanism and hybrid approach [45] . In the push-based mechanism [46] , if a content has been modified or updated, the CP notifies some cache servers to store the content proactively. In this way, when a client requests the content, it will be served from the cache server instead of the origin server, which improves user's QoE and reduces content transmission delay. In sharp contrast, the pull-based mechanism [47] is well known as demand data delivery. When a client requests for a content which is not cached, the cache server would request the content object from origin server, thus subsequent requests for the same content can be served by the cache server locally.
In the ICICD cache server, the hybrid approach is adopted. The pull-based mechanism in the ICICD architecture is that on receiving a request from a proxy, each cache server will firstly check whether or not the requested content is cached locally. If there is a hit, the cache server will respond the content to the proxy directly. If not, the cache server will send the content request to the corresponding origin server. Once the content is downloaded by the cache server, it will be delivered to the proxy. Then the cache server should decide whether or not to store the content based on caching decision policy and cache replacement policy.
In addition to the pull-based mechanism, we also design a modified push-based mechanism. When a CP generates a new content, it will send content-update notification to the Tracker. Then the Tracker would choose one or more cache servers based on the global RSI to fetch and cache the new content proactively. In the following part, the operations for the content caching mechanism will be described detailedly in section III-E.
Note that once the contents stored in a cache server changes (e.g., add or delete contents), the cache server would send the cache-update information to the Tracker. Then the Tracker will broadcast the cache-update information to all of the proxies. In this way, the content caching information of CIT in each proxy and Tracker is always up-to-date.
3) ICICD TRACKER
An ICICD Tracker is operated by an ISP and can run on any device that can communicate with all proxies, cache servers and CPs' origin servers. As shown in Figure 2 , the Tracker maintains two tables that can be used to manage which contents to cache and where to cache them inside the ISP network. The global CIT keeps track of contents' locations (i.e., the mapping between the content URI and its caching locations). The global RSI records the contents' popularity (i.e., which contents are of interest to the clients of each region), which is used by the Tracker to choose appropriate cache servers and push them to store popular latest content proactively.
The Tracker in the ICICD architecture needs to communicate with all proxies, cache servers and CPs' origin servers. When the cache-update information arrives from one cache server, the Tracker will broadcast it to all of the connected proxies. In this way, the Tracker and proxies will maintain the latest CIT. Also, the Tracker will collect and aggregate the RSI from all proxies periodically, making for a global view of the content popularity in the ISP network. In addition, the Tracker will send the global RSI to CPs periodically.
4) ORIGIN CP SERVER
An origin content server maintains the content published by the content provider. The origin server keeps track of the content request information by receiving RSI periodically. With the RSI information, the CP can know which kinds of contents are of interest to users in ISP. When the ISP-interested content updates (e.g., popular TV series have new episodes online), the CP will send content-update notification to the Tracker. Then cache servers in the ISP network will fetch the latest content from the CP proactively.
C. OPERATIONS FOR A CONTENT REQUEST
In this section, we will explain the operations of ICICD when a content request comes from a User Equipment (UE) within the ISP. The operations are different depending on whether the requested content is cached in the ISP or not. The requested content will be fetched from the CP's origin server when meeting a cache miss. Once the content is cached, subsequent requests will be responded by cache servers directly.
When the requested content is not cached within the ISP, the overall operations are illustrated in Figure 4. (1) When a VOLUME 5, 2017 client tries to download a content, the request packet reaches a proxy. (2) On receiving the client's content request, the proxy processes the request as the workflow illustrated in Figure 3 , and finally chooses one cache server to fetch the content. (3) On receiving the content request, the cache server finds that the requested content is not stored locally. Then the cache server connects to the origin server to retrieve the requested content. (4) Next, the origin server sends the requested content to the cache server using the established TCP/IP session. (5) After finishing content download, the cache server forwards the content to the proxy. Considering the download history of the content, the cache server decides whether to keep the content copy. If the cache server concludes that the content is popular and has to be cached, it will store the content locally. In this way, a subsequent request for the same content can be served by the cache server. (6) At last, the proxy checks the PIT and sends the content to those clients requesting the content.
For the cache hit case, the operations of ICICD are similar to the above case in Figure 4 . The difference is that on receiving the content request, the cache server will send the requested content to the proxy directly.
D. OPERATIONS FOR THE UPDATE OF CACHING INFORMATION
In the ICICD architecture, the CIT in proxies is very important for them to select cache servers to fetch the requested content. To provide the content distribution service efficiently and effectively, the CIT should be up-to-date. Figure 5 shows the operations of ICICD about how to update the caching information. (1) Once the content stored in a cache server changes, for example, a part of contents are added or deleted, the cache server will inform the Tracker with the cacheupdate information. (2) On receiving the cache-update information, the Tracker will broadcast it to all of the connected proxies. Using the caching information update mechanism, the CIT in each proxy and Tracker is always up-to-date.
E. OPERATIONS FOR THE CONTENT CACHING MECHANISM
In the ICICD architecture, one of the most important issues is how to cache contents (i.e., which contents are stored in each cache server node). In order to improve and enhance users' experience, we adopt the hybrid approach (pull-based and push-based content caching mechanisms). The pull-based content caching mechanism is that when a proxy requests a content not stored in the cache server, the cache server will pull it from the origin server and use some strategies (e.g., LRU and LFU) to decide whether to cache the content. In contrast, using push-based content caching mechanism, content items are proactively fetched from origin server by cache servers without requiring a specific request from a client. The pull-based case is illustrated in Figure 4 . In this section, we will introduce the push-based mechanism.
In order to push content precisely, the CP should know the content request information, with which the CP can know which kinds of contents are of interest to users in the ISP. In the ICICD architecture, the content request information in each CP is sent by the Tracker periodically. The content request information maintained in the Tracker is obtained from the connected proxies. The operations of ICICD for the push-based content caching mechanism are shown in Figure 6 . (1) The proxies record the local RSI and send the information to the Tracker periodically. (2) The Tracker sends the collected and aggregated RSI to the CP. (3) When the ISP-interested content updates (e.g., popular TV series have new episodes online), the CP sends content-update notification to the Tracker. The content-update notification consists of the content URI and metadata. The metadata describes the content and includes information such as the name of the content, a description, the total size of the content, CP's identifier, etc. (4) Upon receiving the content-update notification, the Tracker selects at least one cache server to cache the content proactively and inform them with the content-update notification. (5) The selected cache servers connect the CP's origin server to retrieve the content. (6) The CP forwards the content to these cache servers.
Note that the priority of the content fetched by the pushbased mechanism is higher than the content fetched by the pull-based mechanism. This means that when the storage space is full or not enough, the content fetched by the pushbased mechanism has priority to be stored in the cache server than the content fetched by the pull-based mechanism.
F. OPERATIONS FOR THE SEAMLESS MOBILITY SUPPORT
Seamless mobility support is one of the main characteristics of the proposed ICICD architecture. We illustrate the information transfer and interaction workflows among network nodes (including the eNodeB, MME and user plane devices) for the seamless mobility support function, as shown in Figure 7 . The main workflows are as follows. Note that in order to retain backward compatibility with the current EPC, we use general packet radio service (GPRS) tunneling protocol between eNodeB and proxy to transfer users' data packets. In addition, the tunnel between eNodeB and proxy is managed and controlled by the MME.
Step 1: A UE sends a content request message about content A to the source eNodeB. Then the source eNodeB forwards the message to the source proxy through established GTP-U tunnel. The source proxy processes the request as the workflow illustrated in Figure 3 , and finally sends the content request message to cache server 1 (i.e., the content A is stored in cache server 1).
Step 2: Before the requested content is received by the source proxy, the UE moves to another location and terminates its connection with the source eNodeB.
Step 3: When the handover procedure is completed, the UE establishes a new connection with the target eNodeB.
Step 4: The target eNodeB sends the Handover Notify message to MME, including the UE's information.
Step 5: MME selects one of the available proxies as the target proxy, and then sends Create Session message to the target eNodeB and target proxy to establish GTP-U tunnel between them.
Step 6: MME sends Create Indirect data Forwarding Tunnel message to the source proxy and target proxy to establish a temporary data forwarding tunnel between them.
Step 7: Cache server 1 sends the response packet of content A to the source proxy. Then, the packet is transfered from the source proxy to the target proxy through the temporary data forwarding tunnel. Next, traveling through the target eNodeB, the response packet of content A reaches the user's device.
Step 8: After the transmission completes, MME sends Release Indirect data Forwarding Tunnel message to the source proxy and target proxy to release resource of the temporary data forwarding tunnel between them.
Step 9: The UE sends a content request message about content B to the target eNodeB. The message travels through the target proxy to cache server 2 (i.e., the content B is stored in cache server 2).
Step 10: The response packet of content B is delivered through cache server 2, the target proxy, the target eNodeB, and finally to the UE.
IV. Challenges and Future Research Directions
Despite the potential vision of in-network content distribution architecture, many significant research challenges remain to be addressed by future research efforts before its widespread deployment. In this section, we discuss some of these challenges and present some future research issues.
A. EFFICIENT DISTRIBUTED LOAD BALANCING MECHANISM
In the proposed ICICD framework, distributed load balancing mechanism is adopted to guarantee the robustness and scalability of the in-network content distribution system. In another word, cache server selection is realized in a distributed manner where proxies make cache server selection decisions independently. Thus further research is needed for the design of efficient and effective cache server selection mechanism. One possible solution is to make decisions based on content caching information and the real-time path properties between proxies and cache servers. The path properties can be obtained by utilizing SDN [48] , which is a new network paradigm to separate the data plane and the control plane. An important feature of SDN is that the logical centralized controller maintains an up-to-date view of the network by gathering information about the topology and the state of the network from devices of data plane, which makes it possible to make efficient decisions by proxies to select the most proper cache servers to fetch contents.
B. CACHE MANAGEMENT
As stated previously, in-network caching is an important feature of the proposed ICICD framework. In the ICICD framework, we use both pull-based and push-based content caching VOLUME 5, 2017 mechanisms. For pull-based content caching mechanism, an effective in-network caching solution is needed to reduce network traffic and content transmission delay. Most of the currently available works utilize cache state advertisement between cache servers to reduce caching redundancy and to improve cache availability [49] . However, the volatility of cached content results in frequent cache state advertisement, thus limiting the gains achieved by the advertisement mechanism. Therefore, how to achieve the tradeoff between benefits and costs brought by the cache state advertisement mechanism is an interesting topic.
Another issue on cache management is how to place pulled and pushed contents in the limited storage space. Although it is obvious that the pushed contents should have higher priority because they are likely to be popular and to attract a large amount of user requests in the next a few periods, how to rank and evict pulled and pushed contents remains an open issue. A recent study [11] has indicated that intelligent cache management scheme can substantially improve content distribution performance, while unintelligent scheme is possible to take a long time for unpopular objects to be evicted from the storage space. Therefore, it is necessary to design a proper cache management scheme carefully.
C. HTTPS TRAFFIC PROCESSING STRATEGIES
Most of the current works on content distribution solutions are studied especially for HTTP traffic. With increased emphasis on continued privacy, security and regulatory compliance, organizations and companies are more and more dependant on encryption technologies to protect information, among which TLS/SSL have become the standard of choice for providing secure applications. For instance, TLS/SSL are used by HTTPS to ensure secured transactions. On the other hand, with the rapid development of processing technologies, the cost to encrypt data is falling rapidly. Unfortunately, once the encrypted connection between a client and a server is established, it is difficult to manage, accelerate or audit activity due to the private nature of the TLS/SSL tunnel. Therefore, it is necessary to study how to solve the HTTPS traffic processing problem in content distribution framework in the future.
The main issue on processing HTTPS traffic is to achieve the tradeoff between privacy and content delivery performance. There are some works on processing HTTPS traffic in CDN. For example, according to [50] , the most common mechanisms accelerating HTTPS traffic are Custom Certificate and Shared Certificate. In the case of Custom Certificate, CPs need to share their certificates and private keys with CDN providers. A Shared Certificate requires CPs to delegate CDN providers to use their domain names and add their domain names into the Subject Alternative Name (SAN) extension. While the two approaches can accelerate the HTTPS web sites, we argue that they have two major shortcomings. Firstly, sharing certificates and private keys weaken the functionality of certificates as security indicators and violate the fundamental setting of public key cryptography. Secondly, revoking delegation by CPs independently and efficiently is difficult, highly expensive and timeconsuming. In our proposed ICICD framework, the traffic is analyzed through DPI technology, causing that communicating with CPs and sharing some information are needed to cache and accelerate the HTTPS content distribution. Therefore, it is necessary to design a proper scheme carefully to better tradeoff the privacy and content delivery performance.
D. COMBINING WITH NETWORK FUNCTION VIRTUALIZATION AND CLOUD COMPUTING
With the rapid development of processing and virtualization technologies, computing resources have become cheaper, more powerful and more ubiquitously available than ever before. Network Function Virtualization (NFV) is a promising technology which decouples network functions from the underlying specialized hardware to make the network architecture more flexible and open. The NFV and cloud computing technologies draw ISPs' attention because they can reduce operators' capital expenditures for scaling up the network and make network reconfiguration quick and adaptive. Therefore, it is interesting to study the deployment of proposed ICICD architecture combining with NFV and cloud computing technologies.
Recently, Virtual Content Delivery Network (VCDN) has been proposed [51] , which can provide customized, costefficient and elastic content delivery services by utilizing cloud computing. Meanwhile, a lot of NFV-based architectures over the next generation 5G mobile wireless networks are proposed [52] - [54] to make full use of the network hardware resources and make content delivery services more effective and efficient. These works can be used at least as a reference for deploying the ICICD combining with NFV and cloud computing.
V. Simulation Results
In this section, we use computer simulations to evaluate the performance of the proposed ICICD architecture. We focus on the transmission delay which is one of the most important factors of Quality of Service (QoS) [5] . In our simulation, we assume that there are 10 cache servers and each cache server has the same cache size which is 50Gbits. There are 5000 content objects in the network and each object has the same size. Besides, the content popularity follows the Zipf distribution with the skewness factor β = 0.8 [55] . The detailed simulation parameters are shown in Table 1 . Note that some of these parameters are adjusted based on the evaluation scenarios. Figure 8 shows the performance comparison of noncaching strategy, LRU and the proposed ICICD framework, in terms of expected sum delay versus the number of clients when the number of requests per client is fixed to 100. From the figure, we can see that all the expected sum delay values, achieved by non-caching strategy, LRU and the proposed ICICD framework, increase with the number of clients increasing. Compared with non-caching strategy, caching strategies have a great advantage in reducing the expected sum delay in the network, especially when the clients' number is large. With the number of clients increasing, caching strategies can reduce more transmission delay since the cache space is used more efficiently in this case.
In Figure 9 , we show the impact of the requests per client on the expected sum delay when the number of clients is 50. From the figure, we can observe that all the expected sum delay is a linear function of the number of requests. With the increase of clients' request numbers, the gap between noncaching policy and caching policies increases. The reason is that when the number of requests per client is relatively large, the requested contents are more likely to be cached. In this case, caching policies can reduce more transmission delay. Figure 10 shows the expected sum delay of each strategy when the number of contents varies. Here, the number of clients and requests per client are 100 and 200, respectively. Obviously, the expected sum delay achieved by non-caching strategy is a constant approximatively. However, the expected sum delay achieved by caching strategies (i.e., LRU and the proposed ICICD framework) gradually increases with the increase of the total content numbers. This is because when the number of contents becomes larger, the number of requested contents not cached in the network will be larger correspondingly. So in this case, the expected sum delay decreased by caching strategies becomes smaller. Figure 11 compares the performance of each caching strategy under different values of total cache size. Obviously, the performance of non-caching strategy is relatively stable when the cache size varies. However, with the cache size increasing, the expected sum delay of each caching strategy decreases largely because of the increasing number of content objects cached on cache servers.
Overall, from Figures 8 -11 , we can conclude that caching strategies outperform non-caching strategy and can decrease VOLUME 5, 2017 the expected sum transmission delay in the network greatly. In addition, compared with the LRU method, our proposed ICICD framework has a better performance and reduces more transmission delay.
VI. Conclusion
In this paper, we first reviewed recent advances in content distribution technologies. Then, we proposed a new in-network content distribution architecture called ICICD. ICICD locates contents in the core network closer to the mobile user devices, making for reduced content delivery delay and enhanced quality of user experience. Next, we detailed key components of ICICD, as well as the interaction workflows among network elements. In addition, we discussed open research challenges, including efficient distributed load balancing mechanism, cache management policies, HTTPS traffic processing strategies, as well as combining with NFV and cloud computing. We will do our best to address these challenges in our future work. Future works also include implementing the ICICD architecture in real hardware and conducting comprehensive evaluations over large scale simulation testbeds.
